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common to experience pain and/or swelling as you
being to heal. Many physicians encourage their
patients to use cold therapy due to its benefits. Cold
therapy effectively reduces pain, discomfort, and
swelling associated with injury or surgery. For these
reasons, your doctor has recommended cold therapy
to maximize healing and get you back to your active
lifestyle.
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device delivers cold
compression to the injured
or recently repaired area by
using a pad that is
conveniently placed below a
brace or splint.
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Game Ready Machine
$ 5.000wkly+outer sleeve$65.00
Aircast Cryo Cooler with cuff $125.00.
Active Ice is composted of nontoxic
gel, with segmented water pillows, 2
full inserts plus wrap = $45.00
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INSURANCE COVERAGE
$65.00

ACTIVE ICE 2
FULL INSERTS
PLUS WRAP
$45

AIRCAST CRYO
COOLER WITH

Accelerate your
Healing Game
Ready GRPro 2.1
Unit $ .00 wkly

Insurance companies do not pay
for cold therapy unless deemed a
worker’s compensation injury;
therefore, it is not billed to insurance.
You are responsible for the total
purchase.

QUESTIONS
Contact 952-993-2662
7:30 am - 4:30 pm
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